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Correct (at least while the B permit is being exercised) – so the Alford Park could not double dip and take twice as
much water as it needs.
BEN WILLIAMS 
PARTNER

Chapman Tripp

D: +64 3 353 0343 
M: +64 27 469 7132

LEGAL ADMINISTRATOR: Laura Stewart | D: +64 3 353 0393

www.chapmantripp.com

From: Gillian Ensor <gillian@enviser.co.nz> 
Sent: Friday, 23 June 2023 9:54 am
To: Ben Williams <Ben.Williams@chapmantripp.com>
Subject: RE: Alford Park - B Permit
Hi Ben,
Thanks for sending this information to me. My interpretation of your proposing that the combined volume taken under this
consent and the A permit (CRC950930.2) would be limited to 3,036,290 m3. Is that correct?
Cheers,
Gillian
Gillian Ensor
Environmental Consultant

021 122 8372
gillian@enviser.co.nz

10/71 Gloucester Street
City Centre
Christchurch 8013

PO Box 36039
Merivale
Christchurch 8146

From: Ben Williams <Ben.Williams@chapmantripp.com> 
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2023 3:44 PM
To: Gillian Ensor <gillian@enviser.co.nz>
Subject: Alford Park - B Permit
Annual volume for Alford Park and Pinelea calculated using Irricalc with reference to soil type (so a total annual
volume of 3,036,290 m3), as set out below
Note the calculations remove the storage pond area (as it is effectively not irrigated)
Given Policy 4.50 of the LWRP, please assume that a combined annual volume as set out will be imposed on the B
permit consent and apply to the total take of water.
We reserve our position with regard to making minor amendments to this through the application process (noting
this calculation was a first cut).
Similarly this is being offered strictly in the context of the B permit application. Alford Park may continue to insist
the A Permit consent not have its own annual volume through any separate application process re Intake D.
Ben
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Disclaimer

This email is intended solely for the use of the addressee and may contain information that is confidential or subject to legal professional
privilege. If you receive this email in error please immediately notify the sender and delete the email.
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